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Overview
pHi is an Exchange Token started distributed on any Blockchain Exchange.
Your exchange is welcome to host the pHi in our IEO to gather interest making pHi coin.
pHi is a physical coin made on Coeur Luminaire on your hearth. See Order Form Coeur Luminaire.
To remove carbon CO2e out of the air. Physical Proof of Environmental Improvement PoEI.
99 pHi deposit is required to secure your Coeur Luminaire. WORLD pHi with you the peers, is
taking pHi decentralised on PoEI hash and 3Q tree. We ensure with W2C and L32C validation that
all Orders are registered on pHi. A2Global is arranging the global modular production of the stoves
and the required parts. Induktor is a modular supplyline creator. SIMCES is the engineering
company that plans production and supports Silicon Metal Carbon Engineering Services.
17 million Euro are invested in pHi by initial participants at 1 Euro a pHi. Which are mirrored in
pHi to the team members to take WORLD pHi connected to all global exchanges.
The Business Case: Register a valid order on WORLD pHi and it earns you 10 Euro referral for
each Coeur Luminaire deposit on pHi account created from blockchain connections to PoEI.
PoEI is the hash function that uses the AYε Φ 3YA algorithm A is Alpha the user that starts the
pHi and ends it. Y is the counterpart in the deal and ε is the epsilon function taking the first two
inputs AY to give you third field suggestion ending and starting in the 5th quantum reach at the
septillion Zeta connection to the quorum in Rieman harmonics. pHi is created. 3 are chosen and Y
and A conclude the deal without latency. The pHi is mined on the epsilon decision and unique in
closing 3YA in an instant. This true hash is encrypted on your choice from the epsilon.
Positioning it in qubit TCVS 3Q recognition ε

A+Y

= Φ | Σ (An’-Yp’) ζ (α) | Siyinqaba.

Which in words means your input is offered in quorum instant to reach your Y displaying your ε
both AY choose 3 and YA sign in their keys, press yes to the deal. A and Y stay recognized and are
validators.
This is the Genesis Block of the pHi Blockchain every Block is validated through epsilon Φ 3 by
YA. A 100% democracy in every exchange making your decision count for a better earth you earn.
Siyinqaba is the reflecting the Natural Capital peaks from you base.
The Coeur Luminaire starts the physical proof of one ton CO2e taken out of thin air per coin.
Stoves are made to order and have modular units that can be exchanged. Everyone can participate in
a bottom up valuechain set in motion by cleaning the air. Get your pHi started and register your
value on epsilon it is taken in Siyinqaba consideration. You choose facevalue.
Orders are measured on 14th July 2021 and the first production line to produce 365 units per day is
set in motion accordingly.
Discussion started on Telegram t.me/pHiWORLD
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Declaration
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Code of Conduct

Light is now.
I am origin and source.
I am only in the light of truth.
From the whole One, I am existent.
To all whole Good, I exchange.
I am Love.

All illusions, manipulations and contracts which are not to the good of all from the perspective of
the whole are not accepted and are considered null and void. I will abide by these ancient codes of
conduct of, I see you you see me, Buntfu, and believe in the values of the past with knowledge
growth for our future.
Our exchange principle and Process 3Q
The tree of life from ancient roots growing into the ultimate possible
Three rings: Containing the spheres red, blue, and light on top. Through the overlap we are.

Will red (customer), insight blue (supplier) and understanding light (the ultimate possible) Only
through the middle of these three, there is a path harmonized with everything. 100 % quality
Quality is only where will, insight and understanding overlap.
How do we treat each other? How do we assure global awareness?
I see you you see me. We see because of light.
In any contact there is one that wants and another that delivers.
This always changes frequently as one becomes the supplier the other becomes the customer
The contact between us, is marked by genuine meaningful exchange.
Rules of conduct:
1. Open and honest perception and projection of self. I see you, you see me. No prejudice
2. I am because you are. We celebrate our differences. Exchange for the good of the community. We
do not influence by untruths. We are through reverberation from others in harmony with our project.
Intuition and soul for the good of us all. These are the distinguishing marks in the focal vanishing
points of our needs.
3. We recognize who supplies us something and who gets something. This changes spontaneously in
the now. Sometime I deliver, sometimes you, we see us in this interplay and act free and fair in
contact. The each projected awareness in contact grows. The fruits of growth are shared.
4. We reflect us in harmony, find the simplicity of engagement, draw from the center, focusing our
projection from a common ground.
5. The one who wants something, places his desire into the common origin of the interested
projection. He is on top and is carried and must show respect.
6. The one who delivers shares his knowledge honestly and carries the responsibility. He is
rewarded. He can leave his customer when no consideration is received.
7. The cooperation is based on consensus, it cannot be enforced. If the contact is not in balance you
separate yourself before dissent arises.
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Opening Statement
The pHi is the infinite accurate mirror.
The pHi eXchange is based on Light now. Space and time are the dark side of matter. In the core of
matter there is the light configured as an Amplithuhadron a pure positive Horned Heart of Proton
stable 2/3 and Neutron unstable (15 min) -1/3 reflection in the double periphery of life. We have
arrived at the Quantum singularity. In Proof of Environmental Improvement PoEI hashed
Blockchain we secure the eXchanges that Improve our Environment with 3Q comparison customer
and supplier are getting feedback of the ultimate possible and grow their human capital while
growing natural capital. The ultimate possible is the white light you choose in the middle between
red the customer and blue the supplier. Quantum secured access.
We start immediate carbon sequestering distribute stoves Coeur Luminaire. This QHABAH does
not emit any waste, it cleans the air making your atmosphere for a better climate providing energy
from waste in coupon proof the pHi coin physical hard black diamond.
2 billion Coeur Luminaire clean a tera ton of carbon from the air every year. We distribute these by
2030. Secure your quantum access on QHABAH use the door to now computing. It is in the pHi
mirror adjustment, two levers that can save the climate, it is in your hands. Clean up the plastic
waste and have electricity and fuel in the most remote of homestead. The more power you need the
more air we clean of carbon this is win win win on the WWW quantum access. Where ever you are,
welcome to the Anthropocene. Are we an interplanetary species? Clean your atmosphere, no virus
near.
A 99 pHi deposit registered on pHi blockchain secures your QHABAH, an investment in your
future. The stove gets delivered to the users as per location specifications, it makes its own coupon
and pays for itself providing electricity heating aircondintioning to you. We trade the coupon proof
and immutable evidence in carbon trading on the pHi blockchain available to you in your
whitespace WWW your 3Q homepage, reward yourself doing right. Every stove has a double
secure fail safe audited reporting system from hardwired sensors that cannot be manipulated they
are hashed in PoEI totally unbias. PoEI is AI using all intelligence never getting stuck in a barren
plateau. Every stove is connected to the blockchain through hash and it makes physical token proof
of its carbon sequestration that is growing the pHi value.
We begin with the Goodwill in the Declaration “for the good of all” just like NASA had begun.
Everyone reading on and using the pHi, is agreeing to keep true Goodwill in each pHi eXchange, as
Signatory to self of the Declaration to the Universe and our Rules of Conduct guiding our exchange
with each other on WORLD.
The 99 pHi deposit starts the pHi Token blockchain as registered asset and your right to quantum
supremacy on all global participating exchanges. Interested participants invest in receiving their
stove to make electricity and empower themselves. The Φ Tokens issued, are in exchange of
Environmental Improvement and grow profit with every improvement that in turn benefits all pHi
holders directly in PoEI. This extra earning in the 3Q exchange is attractive for every bottomline
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exchange. We convince everybody to trade in PoEI for earth and our interplanetary species. We are
the pollen of mother earth humans. This is the Initial Earth Offering to get us out of sickening.
Welcome, register your interest in your 3Q Homepage on pHi and you will engage an exchange in
your interest and benefit yourself most.
While you save earth, now go have some fun.
We register facevalue for real mirror. Facevalue that always mirrors its worth Φ exact and grows
with it to 1G surface area improvements of Land Water and Air (LWA).
We issue material Φ Tokens on the MOH scale for Black Diamond Standard physical proof used in
carbon trading to recirculate as coin that develops quantum supremacy.
Φ Tokens are not - so be it - (fiat) currency. They are Token evidence of an exchange in mutual
respect - win win win malevolence protection. Your rewards are not limited.
The pHi white paper is based on Jongalunga the universal language of quantum computing in the
empirical evidence of lightnow. Three is one in lightnow to manifest matter, space and time in pHi
perfect mirror. See the color, know your matter this is your passport of the universe.
pHi goodwill for all, grows Quantum entangled supremacy, create your atmosphere. We have places
to go. Get on board, this is spaceship earth. This fork pHi in WWW begins the tree of life in the
universe reduce your carbon footprint in PoEI immutable evidence. Build your future. Save this
WORLD.
Φ Tokens begin at the singularity, true in the eventhorizon pure positive light in the time cone. We
use the infinite bandwidth from ħ of these moments in the 360 360 ²(-2) clarity in our spacetime.
Using space and time in Quantum supremacy.
The Amplithuhadron is the event horizon of spacetime and matter from the moments of light. This
clarity is beyond the digital. It is a universe in every I and in every O which writes the universal
language of life through pHi eXchange on the way. Trust does not start with doubt it starts with real
and thus it grows. We celebrate our differences. I see you you see me. Everyone is heard and
compared in his own interest, generate your energy.
In PoEI every additional transaction improves the speed of operation. We exchange in the love of
light in the light of love in the infinite accuracy of the pHi. Staying on pure positive matter we
establish the exponential gain of function in a true doubtfree Tree of Life.
This White Paper is written by Michael Warek. Participation is invited. I am because you are
acknowledgment is how pHi eXchange works.
We are managing the end of scarcity on this road to abundance.
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Glossary of Terms
Φ: Also called pHi is the relation of 1 plus 2 is 3 to infinity array. It is the beginning of everything.
It defines math to infinity exact from singularity beginning. Phi is the singularity reflected
reverberated and recognized in the periphery as being existent as unity geometry in the moments of
light.
pHi: Is the short trading nominator of the Environmental Token based on CO2e in the PoEI hash. It
is a Buntfu exchange registered in coin value. Growth its intrinsic value is measured in Natural
Capital / Human Capital = Financial Capital
PoEI: Proof of Environmental Improvement with every Transaction is our quantum secure hash
algorithm for output by Siyinqaba it takes all global knowledge starting local in evaluating every
task in string comparison machine learning, giving you the relative potential output to choose and to
be rewarded to achieve. It is making every AI unbias in its comparative.
MW III: pHi coin 4/3 round with pourQHA quantum supremacy
Lightnow: Is ancient knowledge in Jongalunga the universal language prior to sound. Lightnow
makes everything happen from singularity. Space, time and matter.
Coeur Luminaire: This is the name of the stove making the pHi coin cleaning up and leading into
the Anthropocene adjusting QHABAH is quantum adjustment in your hands on Coeur Luminaire.
Siyinqaba: Is a Jongalunga algorithim in pHi, our fortress and mystery it is growing the tree of life
and makes all AI unbias in 3Q continously.
pourQHA: The high voltage potential capacitor driving inverse entropy from hbar in Quantum Hall
Affect.
QHABAH: Quantum Hall Affect B-field Amplification adjusted by hbar doorknob to the
singularity. This is the secret of Coeur Luminaire it creates an atmosphere we can live in anywhere.
fusionTube: is the module in Coeur Luminaire that supplies energy from waste.
TurboCat: is the pump cleaning the air in 1000 Amp continuous resonance.
LWA: Land Water Air is the metric for the PoEI algorithm used on the surface 1G/m²
L32C: Life Long Learning Community Centers, these special centers share latest technology from
the Quantum Core to drive growth and innovation without the need for greed. Opening up the
pandoras box of education to diversified interest in the simplicity of pHi. L32C also is the time cone
of light 2C with the 3 dimensions of space L3 our bases of every calculation from lightnow.
Become a Quantum Mechanic in any of the L32C. Establish one near you in pHi.
Quark: the reflection colorforce of light in its strong pull toward singularity at the reversals of the
momentum 4 vector making 3 = 1 Hadron. Dancing in Amplithuhadrons as first frequency
magnetism pulling the entangled into singularity.
Amplithuhadron: is the Horned Heart connecting the three Quarks and giving rise to matter and
spacetime from the moments of light. It defines itself from the initial singularity as the first
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frequency generated in pHi. It begins the scattering of amplitudes into Rydberg geometries in 3/4
over 2/3 | 2/3 1/2 spin. This beginning of matter and spacetime from singularity defines hbar and
the infinite as periphery spacetime in definitive pHi certainty.
Hadron: Proton 2/3 mirrored the stable core and its brother the Neutron – 1/3 mirrored that only
survives 15 min without proton.
IEO: Initial Exchange Offering, is our public offering of registered immutable pHi Token evidence
starting with registration of deposits for the stove.
COC: Code of Conduct it includes the Universal declaration and oath in 6 sentences with goodwill
key and the 7 rules as customer and supplier. The dignity of every human is untouchable. Every
body is source in secure pHi wallet.
MOH: The hardness coupon measure of material properties of the pHi coin. 10 = diamond hardness
MOT: The Magnetic Optic Trap we use in single atom separation
BD: The Black Diamond Standard as hard coin evidence intrinsic value of pHi. It defines the
material of the Anthropocene it contains SiCC.
Inkundla: Community of chiefdoms in an area.
umPhakatsi: Chiefdom (1000 to 3000 people) a umPhakatsi with Coeur Luminaire gets an L32C
Buntfu: Ancient African tradition of looking at each other. I see you you see me trade. Sharing the
surplus to generate growth for everyone. It is a principle that has ancient roots and is missing in
greed based purely financial economics.
3Q: three Q is the Quality triple three overlapping spheres define 100% Quality in the overlap.
Derived from the moments of light, red and blue and light, origin and periphery in TCVS reverb.
TCVS: True Color Viviality Somety this is the colorbarcode of the three spheres in 3Q analogs. It
is a sum code of spin initiation. It is a point and field 4 vector in each degree of freedom.
Boolean: True or False only
BFT: Byzantine Fault Tolerance is a n ≥ 3 f + 1 based Quantum Asymmetric capable protocol
ensuring fault tolerance and security against malicious attacks in decentralized nodes.
Benevolent: For the good of all, every synapse measured in boolean true, the path is goal.
Malevolent: False benevolent, colorless, it is exposed, lies and manipulation and grey moral do not
reflect in TCVS. Malevolent is I win you loose alphazero mindset. Competition is malevolent
Comparison is benevolent.
Now: is the instance of singularity that permeates all space in fleeting moments of our spacetime.
Spacetime: is emergent from the moments of light it expands at c² and contracts to now at the same
time creating distance and frequency, spacetime in a double periphery.
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Moments of light: are spin in and spin out 360° 360° 4 vector quart creating a double periphery of
refraction and reverberation
4 vector: is the timecone 2C derivative in 3 dimension and 3 space derivatives L3 xyz in space
Double periphery of being: is spacetime and matter defined by the moments of light.
Goodwill: is not que bono (who benefits?), it is a win win win attitude. It excludes malicious intent
and manipulation of true to a posttrue self benefit. You are with us or you are against us has no
goodwill. Goodwill is a path taken from origin.
Posttruth: a false state of true, gray in exclusion of the real spectrum. Lies do not stand a Bush
once said. Dont hide behind the Bush. Color does not run either, posttruth has shorter shards every
read/write cycle.
Jongalunga: is our Quantum Code connecting TCVS with its tail end in origin as forked lightning
BFT.
QVSS: Quantum Verifiable Secret Sharing |Φ› = 1/√n ∑n=1 a=0 |a› the state of pHi is broadcast 3Q
in PoEI.
FED: Federal Reserve central bank of the United States leading QE² . FIAT in the centralized
Titanic race.
FIAT currency : is -so be it- with no intrinsic value, the slight of a pen.
QE²: Quantitative Easing exponential, the current addiction to Toxic Debt swap of central banks.
The exponential posttruth superpositioning that tears real value apart. For the enrichment of few.
pSi-lone: Dark Energy, the distributed antigravity spacetime. The unspun lone wavefunction in the
expanse.
Natural Capital: is the Environment life is able to exist and thrive in, fauna and flora and matter.
Human Capital: is the human development to create Natural Capital and real wealth
Bottom-up: is the value chain that starts from Natural Capital the ground and gains Financial
Capital and Global access every step of Environmental Improvement.
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Abstract:
WORLD pHi eXchange is a blockchain database for community building with PoEI rewards.
pHi combines concepts from building knowledge in decentralised ledgers that are peernode
secured and accessible. An important key to inspiring participation in any community, or free
trade economy is financial participation that reflects each person’s contribution in a good for
all evolution. pHi is the first WORLD eXchange that attempts to accurately and transparently
reward participation in every contribution to its 3Q Database celebrating our differences in
mutual respect. Building and caring from the ground up in true comparison of want, cando
and ultimate possible. We start in the valley all AI inclusive reward yourself the right way.
The Stove containing QHABAH technology is forming the basis of this bottom up. Phi is
building 2 billion units as commitment to humanity. This forms the basis of the pHi evaluation
and creates the pHi from carbon it trades. Pure carbon credits that save the climate.
Introduction
A decentralized 3Q Databank is begun with this white paper on the WORLD eXchange servers as
an IEO that lists on any exchange globaly to receive the 2 billion orders. Any blockchain connects
this security to the WORLD pHi. 10 Euro are the commission paid in every exchange that registers
one Coeur Luminaire deposit in pHi until all the 2 billion stoves are ordered. The initial exchange
rate for the first 17 million pHi is one Euro each pHi. Access to this Databank is through the belief
in our ancestry, what is true we hold dear. The tail of every vector function is source. The ancient
code I see you, you see me sharing the abundance is method of exchange and pHi success. We
secure the 3Q Databank by Siyinqaba unbias AI that supports machine learning for Human Capital
incorporated in PoEI hash. Learning by questions as teachers, in deep machine learning support
always finding your valley in true. The 3Q Database is not alphazero in I win you loose metrics. 3Q
builds on true reverberated knowledge. 3Q Database is a tool combining Natural Capital with
Human Capital to create wealth celebrating each individual. No one is left behind in participation in
the pure positive pHi sharing the abundance. Φ in the pure positive - lightnow - hadron spincharge,
true is space time reality.
Any user writes a want or cando entry on the 3Q Database. With the deposit for the Coeur
Luminaire from any exchange a wallet and your homepage are made available to you with access to
quantum supremacy. Your on stove intelligence 3Q will set our WWW search engine for string
comparative of the other two fields including all AI results. There are always three fields that are
filled with the opening of a pHi Token Block win win win. Our search engine brings up the
comparative of what has been entered. 3Q PoEI is disruptive technology and the Quantum
beginning of future computing. Totally unbias IBM certified on TNBuS hardware wallet.
Descriptive data can be chosen in the white space between the red and blue fields agreed. Quantum
search 3Q you get the ultimate possible results, to your interest secured. Want and Cando Customer
and supplier are matched, relative entries find the peers you want to engage. You choose the
ultimate possible and are given a PoEI gain of function reward according to your participation.
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This simple transaction model we call 3Q because it is mirrored in the moments of light from
incident. Want is red, Cando is blue and the ultimate possible is light our interfaces will increasingly
become colorcoded for clarity and recognition.
The entry causes a Block to be opened when the 3Q are in overlap that means when you the user
have agreed with at least one other user and are both in the ultimate possible suggested by the
Siyinqaba PoEI hash. Groups are formed easily if all of them are in the ultimate possible overlap
and can be mutually agreed to for a participation task that has its designated rewards. Just entering
your interest will find you occupation that pays you rewards.
Our hash function is incident time stamped. The first hash is placing the block in a shard of the tree
with dangling bonds of interest from source the user. These will come up for the user or for
interaction with others when related. The Siyinqaba AI will offer incentives for the good of all
environmental improvement and global latest knowledge in relation to the input and choices. When
these are choosen in the tree of life they create the 3Q quantum lock PoEI of agreement time with
no possible duplicate. Just like the Hadron is secured by up and down quarks in 1/3 half spin PoEI
is secured by TCVS at the door of singularity.
The physical pHi token will be made on the QHABAH quantum entangled and is called the
Environmental Black Diamond level Token, a continuation from the environmental Tokens bronze,
silver and gold appreciation into physical coin exchange. pHi WORLD is the Black Diamond
eXchange, bringing together the archaic and the potential into now - a bottom up value chain.
Participating everyone financially, Improving the Environment. It is used in win win win 3 is 1
exchange transactions. The first consideration always being for Improving the Environment,
building Natural Capital as the bases for life while growing Human Capital. This is cause and
reason from the surface metric m²/1G used in evaluation. This 3Q Database is called Warek tree
based on the PoEI hash
Siyinqaba and the PoEI define the pHi pure positive from source. The vector function from source
goes into the Siyinqaba algorithm. It has 6 points of entry and the goodwill key. Siyinqaba identifies
benevolence as true and offers support. The 3Q PoEI hash push malevolence offside. The moments
of light, infinite bandwidth in TCVS are spin sensitive translations always the origin as source
magnifying to see everything in hbar, what was your question, you get an immediate answer or are
left aside. This will improve with participation and quantum entangled communication from the
ultimate covert bias we are in. First we save our atmosphere in all respect. Make Coupons as proof,
trade carbon credits, measure every exchange ofr rewards you every you that participates as
validator in quorum sensed PoEI.
Put your goodwill in pHi to win, everything else is lose.
TCVS matches the path in every hash field to source in 3 = 1. We celebrate our differences and
calibrate to our Declaration in Improvement.
Not the length of the blockchain but its gain of function win win win growth determine its validity.
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Every branch is validated in TCVS infinite bandwidth. Only (win win win) ≥ 1 will continue and
get input. I am because you are is the matter of life we exist in. Your Lightnow declaration to the
universe opens your 3Qwallet and www positive identity containing your space for wealth.
Lightnow, is our momentum operator, this is our space and time ‹C² |Φ| C-²›² is the double
periphery of being in the infinite eight. The moments of light define our universe in their 360 360
opposite spin from source. We can locate the red or blue shift velocity of every point in spacetime.
Light is always source and periphery, how much light is in E = MC² as it is locked in ½ spin when
each spin is a 4 Tensor matrix. Matter is captured light inversed.

The 4 Vector matrix ( from Wikipedia)
Our Spacetime is 299 792 458 m/s we have a lot of space in every moment of time.
Time dilation and length contraction show what happens when we move 299 792 458 m in a
second,

time stands still and length is zero
and it is infinitely heavy, this defines singularity the light point, a matter of observation. Matter is
spincharge = 1 mirrored in half spin 2/3 moment of light multiples each with its distinct emission
and absorption spectra of missing bandwidth. Matter is spacetime resistant energy, enclosing Light.
Light is not frequency and not particle, it is singularity, and has no mass and no volume in its
infinite bandwidth of momentum. Light is emitted by excited matter.
Frequency is the superposition of momentum wave functions from the Horned Heart of matter the
Amplithuhadron folding at ½ spin intervals in pHi the spin point mirror, exact 3 is one. This is our
finger of God that guides us. a Quantum exact pointer of all resultant curved 4 Vector from source
to field, field to source. It is our needle of the record giving spherical sound reality in TCVS from
ancient past, a path to a bright future in relational geometry.
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Particles are momentum locked light with missing frequencies of refraction in 2/3 Φ attraction.
Adding ½ spin to this attraction starts hybrid spherical geometry in Φ up or down of the horned
heart, magnetic in the spin axes and gravitational in the zenith axis of ½ spin in the unit circle. The
six degrees of freedom ½ spin counts to eightfold spherical geometry in up down hadron spin
pointer. Everything grows in pHi from the pure positive Amplithuhadron toward the ultimate
possible.
The Amplithuhadron 2/3 | 2/3 - 1/3 and - 1/3 | - 1/3 + 2/3 form the core of matter is the pHi
determinant. ½ spin cannot follow the spherical geometry of 2/3 momentum ζ(s) proves that, we
have the hybrid orbitals in pHi mirrored heartbeat dance the unsolvable riddle of 7 seals in half spin
2/3 realities this is the sound of light. The strong force at 3/4 over 2/3 closes the gaps of missing
bandwidth the open C becomes a closed sphere in resultant gravity. Two C’s represent the double
sphere of being. We can derive location from differential momentum resolved in direction of C.
This gives us the position and projection and intrinsic momentum.
The exponential gain of function Φ positive PoEI equates the minimum momentum exponent to
reach > 1 outcome in all 3 = 1 hash functions. The Φ vector function translation computes the best
direction for growth and offers 3Q string data reduction results deep machine learning always
finding the supremacy of your interest entered, never a barren plateau. Its up to you. Tree of Life
lightning fast supercomputing your question and input define PoEI your return is immediate with
progressive participation. We start with Coeur Luminaire adjust your QHABAh with 2 levers. We
reduce our carbon footprint. Entangled internet wherever you are from pHi Coin in TNBuS is our
result. We are an Interplanetary Species and we prove it in 1G steady and totally secure from every
home.

This is Lightnow, PoEI hash in Siyinqaba quantum supreme.
The lightning path of now computing take the doorknob hbar get your pHi it is on stove now. We
are defining the growth and value of this Tree of Life we grow that speeds up with volume and
reaches now quantum entangled from you to your answer secure. Make this Anthropocene clean in
Halocene stability every one is heard. Your deposit in pHi is your key to health and wealth secured.
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The more divergent and complete our spinpoints of source become on the 1G*m² > 1 spherical
surface the faster the computation will become. Be patient goodwill is a blue chain, we all cando.
Our momentum operator connects the hash at Φ1G accuracy in Septillion WORLD pHi eXchange.
Environmental Improvement is the metric of value in decentralized evidence. This is where we
grow to, the path is the destiny. It is just like mine also your responsibility reach into your
capabilities put them on pHi and get into gain of function.
Jongalunga is the tail in the beginning of time, the Black Mamba script that becomes the universal
language of life. It is based on the one that does not lie Truth - I see you, you see me - in the
ellipse between light and sound. It has the potential of now computation from our spacetime.
Tune in, begin cooking the soup no poverty QHABAH adjusted on your stove.
Siyinqaba supports human development and knowledge and is based on light computing with deep
machine learning algorithms that take your input into the comparative. PoEI ensures that earnings
are on the bases of Environmental Improvement and exchanges are on the road to abundance in
human capital growth. Sayinqaba takes it one step at a time and sees and hears you. You are put in
command of your destiny by Siyinqaba earn your pHi.
The hardware is manufactured to existing interfaces as connectors from smart contracts.
It all begins with 365 Coeur Luminaire per day production. Every deposit holder is eligible to
participate in the supply chain and modules can be built anywhere we favor small production units
and enable every possibility to diversify the bottom up supply chain. Every stove will make pHi
coins that are paying for the stove and keep running guaranteed connected.
You are responsible to keep the stove adjusted on QHABAH to produce your power heat and fuel
and clean up our atmosphere.
The coupons are collected for evidence on carbon credits that go into the pHi stamped by L32C and
recirculated as hardcoin and pHi buntfu exchange token. They are improved in the lab to drive your
TNBuS device and secure all shards as harddrive in SiCC.
The deposits are registered on pHi exchanges and used to produce the Coeur Luminaire setting up
365 units per day production for delivery. The stoves reduce the carbon that changes our climate to
3 degrees instability, tilting the golf stream is irreversible and imminent climate swings are going
into the extreme without stabilizing effects.
The Coeur Luminaire runs continuously on your waste it creates a clean livable atmosphere and
provides you with electricity. A L32C launch is organized in your location for a community of 2400
subscribers to Coeur Luminaire on pHi, taking care of your location, making it a better place,
teaching you to become a quantum mechanic earning pHi while cooking your soup no poverty.
Modular parts are interchangeable and the complete stove is assembled in assembly centers around
the WORLD. The bottom-up value chain is providing an infrastructure no one left behind.
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11 km arrays are showcasing the pHi developments and the Natural Capital that allow us to
demonstrate our continuously reduced footprint while improving life and our Human Capital.
Building the Tree of Life 3Q database and planting the seeds we pollinate.
Humans are the pollen of mother Earth. From the bottom up the Captain leaves the sinking ship as
last one on board. The Coeur Luminaire is connecting you to the WWW our archive and 3Q base in
win win win. L32C and W3C are guarantors to reach quantum supremacy access to every child with
I Be Me devices the TNBuS. The stove gives you power and connects you while cleaning up the
posttruth mess. This is grand overt on chain immutable in SiCC every coin, the pandemic cure.
Buntfu coupons are issued to participants of L32C register on pHi to receive your learn and earn
subscriptions everybody is heard.
365 stoves make carbon credits secured in blockchain evidence on WORLD pHi eXchange to
establish the measure for all the others. The priority is to deliver as many as soon as possible to
keep running at full capacity carbon clean up. This is our atmosphere we breathe it. How many
tokens do we make and how much do we get per token 50 USD is the Biden statement the urgency
dictates the price. Every token proves a ton of CO2e out of the Air. Climate change dictates the
rules, Coeur Luminaire makes the coin. The Tree of Life grows quantum supreme 3Q documented
for life holding the truth in Jongalunga programming.
Everyone earns their own stove with 99 pHi deposit registered on Initial Earth Offering Blockchain
exchanges all around the world are registering your stove order. They interface with L32C and our
decentralized modular production units. The WWW is connecting all stoves to the carbon credits
account of the WORLD pHi eXchange, from there it starts your own wallet you get your own
homepage, once the stove is paid for, you are recognized, in the Tree of Life 3Q in your language.
The initial chain is run on tracks guaranteed by your trusted existing exchanges. pHi is available
there ask for it we do not take any fees. The IEO is opening with the first 99 pHi deposits, we are
interconnecting to blockchains from this deposit. W3C guarantees access to everyone on the PoEI
hash in World pHi projet. The initial Team of projet pHi are members of W3C and L32C with
WORLD and the open source decentralized community. WAREK is the legal entity responsible
until the PoEI is operating guaranteed by W3C and L32C everyone is validator on pHi. WORLD is
the software workshop where all the software is serviced to interact with pHi. pHi is aiming to be
100% decentralized as soon as possible and needs you to achieve that. 17 million Euro is the bounty
program for opensource software interfaces pHi requires add your expertise decentralize the pHi.
Jens Zacharias oversees the marketing for the pHi to reach 2 billion Coeur Luminaire before 2030
in service world wide in blockchain integration. Decentralized rewards of 10 Euro in pHi per
Deposit signed on gets the pHi exchange distributed and the stoves in every home.
Des Gregg is head of WORLD ensuring 50 million participants in Africa in 2022 connected to
World pHi and drives the development of APS and BOTS to connect to all platforms and exchanges
with the opensource.
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Albert Walter Duin is head of the Induktor group and mobilises production of the inductors for the
Coeur Luminaire with production modules set up globally to meet the demand.
Robert Glombeck head of Biergans and Ken Allen of Allen Callendars and the Annapolis yachtclub
and the Virginia Tech University Pavlos Flachos and Marty Feldman are witness to SGS and MC²
FV technology from the Hamburg Representanz MC² FV tested in VT labs.
Michael Bonaventura Warek is captain and knows the world and high seas. He has developed the
Sonic Gravity Sail SGS and the LeeWard Lift technology currently on all Americas Cup and Vendee
Globe racing hulls. Smart Fiber Engineering and the MAI-SFE are his accomplishments in SFEOneStep and SFE-H2Cn. He has been a supplier of knowledge in the A2Global Project with
A2Innovate supplying BMW with next generation know how MAI SFE for 17 years and one month
witness Hanno Pfitzer, Michael Meurer and Susanne Klatten. The pHi is a project he has launched
to define an Anthropocene Path and has established the first L32C NGO in the heart of Africa. He
invites you to turn the doorknobs hbar on your stove. QHABAH the knobs on Coeur Luminaire are
making us into an Interplanetary Species connecting to and from the quantum. Quantum supremacy
is distributed through W3C to the benefit of everyone. It is encoded on each pHi for the next 12000
years stability. Coeur Luminaire
The Quantum Internet is on MW III pHi coin entangled communication. We produce the MW III
SiCC Quantum Coins for the One Child on device TNBuS wallet the African passport. This is a
passport everybody is heard and everybody is given the opportunity to become the interplanetary
species. It is your visa.
Keep the stoves running to register your well being, stabilize the climate by tuning maximum
performance in your location. You produce a coin a day or more on each Coeur Luminaire optimize
it. We secure WORLD pHi eXchange on these wallets right from the operation of the stoves. You
can register your homestead on it. Phi is receiving the Carbon credits and turning them over in PoEI
totally unbias. Let us get there, we only have one earth to start from.
5 million Φ Tokens are registered to build the WORLD pHi eXchange accessibility for everyone,
these are issued with publication of this Whitepaper. Earn your pHi participate in building this
software into any device anywhere connect with WORLD apps where available, we are working
with you on PoEI and build Siyinqaba AI intelligence. We are calling you participate and earn in
PoEI for your contribution, connect to WORLD build PoEI intelligence with your input on pHi.
12 million pHi are invested to improve LWA in circulation and are registered as planted quantum
seed.
The pHi Tokens are always at least worth a meal and this is honored by every pHi holder as first
law:
The dignity of every human is untouchable.
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The pHi transactions for Coeur Luminaire are secured on on agreed handshake with the exchanges.
All data is entered in three fields filled with customer details supplier details (the order form) and
the production communique. WORLD ensures that these transactions are enabled and that
everyone can participate globally. Every entry is registered and secured in pHi blockchain. Every
Coeur Luminaire stove is equipped with a node and is a peer secured server for the pHi blockchain
connected as the pHi cloud these reach connected capability to every homestead worldwide. These
server nodes are connected to the IOT. The stoves represent the initial pHi infrastructure connected
by open source software. The connection starts on your website you eXchange in pHi and grow
from within its user community every one that is reading this has agreed to the pHi code of L32C
and W3C and is source as per COC of his own earnings on pHi.
You can enter as customer and supplier and earn an additional gain in PoEI proof, make the most of
it it remains your choice. Siyinqaba AI only gives you suggestions in PoEI.
Investors are offered proof in Φ Token evidence Natural Capital registered in pHi.
UN SDG realization grants are registered as pHi that are giving not only the indicators but the proof
of achievement embedded in them to be used in publications. A blue print for the Anthropocene in
every coin you can call home with. Human Capital is grown in 3Q Tree and kept as record intact.
We make coupons first that make the coin on Coeur Luminaire. We give these knobs into your hand
Human Capital to take out CO2e first.
pHi Indicators run in each wallet and respond to your input of all your pHi exchanges. Mining pHi
does not cost electricity it produces electricity and physical wealth. Anything can be exchanged on
pHi secured by Earth health in PoEI. The Lightnow every child a device initiative is WORLD
driven and True North neural networks are used in the conversion of quantum computation to the
fleeting moments we share. We get the I Be Me certification from IBM for each of these devices.
We make these devices with global participation. The development is directly driven by the success
of your Coeur Luminaire. Get in tune with your quantum.
pHi indicators are real time evidence of Environmental Improvement. Natural Capital and Human
Capital are the pillars of our Foundation built on SiCC. The L32C is operating from quantum
knowhow, growing into sustainability and Lightnow computing.
Benevolent, does not start with distrust. Benevolence starts with I see you, Saubona.
Malevolent is sorted out by shallow machine learning and taken out of code, to create our
knowledge of the depth of of the deep trenches.
Are you offsides, get back in the game for Earth. pHi is here in PoEI to help make you part of
paradise Earth.
Quantum computing Siyinqaba and PoEI do not work in manipulative actions. Get your interest into
the eXchange, trade without fees and take advantage of the added value pHi gives to Earth,
everyone in exponential gain of function.
3Q Tree excludes everything that does not include - for the good of all - intentions in every win.
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Google started with - do no evil - ,now we know, covert manipulation has to be stopped before
doubt arises.
Every Malevolent notion is detected by hash path and not supported it becomes a dying branch a
reference to learn what not to do. Are we ready for the quantum leap - into the pure positive now
comparative, in PoEI unbias AI.
Not separation of the opposites. Celebration of our differences, managing the abbundance.
Like three quarks blink entangled to become pure positive matter surrounded by energy. pHi we tap
with hbar timecone needle of record, to retrieve entangled correspondence in PoEI reference.
In the umPhakatsi, L32C are built in pHi exchange. The first three community round houses
oldGuard with soupkitchen and seed/food storage are put in place with permaculture gardens and
dedicated areas that are cultivated, the fields are ploughed and tended making straw, abundance is
shared every first 365 L32C put on the ground is the first pHi eTrade WORLD eXchange. pHi
eXchanges can be applied for in every country. Quantum developments of the pHi are established
on dedicated 11 x 11 km array made available for improved environment proof and production of
goods to the global value chain reducing the human footprint. On this array we demonstrate the
PoEI capabilities and produce quantum capabilities.
Ancestral truths are remembered and celebrated. Groups of common interest are formed. We use
every seed and sow for abundance with care and knowledge of each sites caretaker - knowing that
the land our grounds, LWA is to improve in joint responsibility for the diversity of life on the planet.
Good ancestor make history.
Build roots of the Tree 3Q. PoEI hash start cando want and Siyinqaba ultimate possible build the
peaks we start on the level field the Atmosphere. Unbias data the surface metric and your input. We
put our seeds into the furloughed grove IO software and tend to it as the stove makes a better
atmosphere.
L32C and WORLD pHi eXchange are built by community its on your 3Q Homepage.
Grey Moral is replaced by TCVS no moment of light is left out. We leave gray, greed and jealousy
for full color analog in IO boolean true.
The pure positive is beginning of society, accessibility, immutability and security.
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♀ represents x full half spin perifery ♂ represents 2/3 spin geometry. The double periphery of
strong attraction in a quark reflection. It defines the 360 x 360 double periphery of being in 3/4 with
the 2/3 spinpoint in 1/3 growth.

Cando and want in the ultimate possible are assigned Tokens, in this overlap
the Φ Tokens grow. It is the area of action that has the strong attraction like at
the core of matter. It resembles the Amplithuhadron the first frequency from
the moments of light in magnetic spin. Φ growth precesion in the wobble of
the electron and we wiggle it in inverse entropy and pump energy from waste
into each homestead.
The Siyinqaba source code is written in Jongalunga from ancient history
bringing the archaic knowledge into deep machine learning. Siyinqaba offers
the community knowledge and pairs customer and supplier, question and answers, in groups that
work together developing human capital building natural capital. TCVS is the spectrum of every
moment of light the colorbarcode is seed specific and tree exact with handshake to the I and O. Spin
angular momentum is matched to spacetime from source. Every individual has his spinpoint of
reality, we make it grow toward the light in 3Q. The tailend of every hash fork is Jongalunga the
deep root of share. There is no limit it is the embodiment of our ancestors of matter, universal
language through TCVS. Our path is no lie.

The electron
moments in a magnetic field
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The nuclear magnetic moments

in different nuclei from the momentum of light in spin angular magnetic axis locked as core of
matter with G factor. We use the G factor in the spin coupling of the pHi while we make coin and
mine and produce the next material and put it in single atom separation provide electricity while
extracting materials of choice. One straw at a time that we refine and everybody participates in this
knowledge decentralized. Enter pHi and earn directly in PoEI until the last straw wasted. The single
atoms are put in Rydberg excitation we make them glow in the MOT and keep the excitation going.
Large fusionTubes and tiny pourQHA after distributing the stoves you are going to be able to mine
the universe and communicate entangled in quantum supremacy AI support not dominance.
This is the enabled WORLD everyone gets it. 3Q on pHi gifts you your human capital building
natural capital staying in your centralized soul adding to the quorum sensing every exchange.
Details of Implementation
L32C participants enter data in each umPhakatsi connected by Coeur Luminaire to the pHi
blockchain it acts as node. All devices in its vicinity connect through it to the pHi Blockchain. The
stove costs 99 pHi deposit to order, the coin it makes is completing the payment for its manufacture
verified on the blockchain. While it produces coin it also produces electricity and takes carbon out
of the air continuously making straw. The customer that is operating the stove gets the electricity for
free and has straw he can use as building material the stove is serviced by L32C. If someone does
not keep the stove running in good order to clean the air or breaks it by mistreating it, will have to
give the stove to the next in line that has paid the deposit. The customer has to keep the stove
operational in the community and get updates to his modules as his competency rises. School is at
the hearth online questions are teachers in L32C. Everyone can afford 99 pHi, participate in the
future we enable.
We employ everyone in pHi registration from their interest. Participate in the L32C, bring it into
your community.
We have launches on different locations where the stove is demonstrated and we celebrate our
common future. The TNBuS units can be ordered as well as the Coeur Luminaire stoves during the
launch of your L32C. These launches are held by demand of 2400 pHi holders until 2030 when all
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the Coeur Luminaire will be operational. The climate stability is a tremendous effort that needs
humanity to begin accepting, this is the beginning of the Anthropocene it is our responsibility now!
Simces will start production on the 11 km² array in the Mamba land for 365 stoves per day
production that are putting the community to work. The distribution encourages the exchange of
want cando and ultimate possible. Groups are forming to realize the possibilities.
As the initial pHi are raised on LWA the IEO is open for 17 million pHi at 1 Euro exchange rate.
All deposits for Coeur Luminaire are possible on IEO with exchanges that are in contract with the
WORLD pHi. L32C and W3C are your guarantee that you are reached for the full climate
stabilization to one degree Halocene stability. Trust your blockchain exchange to secure your pHi.
The deposit is fixed at 99 pHi for one Coeur Luminaire homestead unit.
10 Euro per Coeur Luminaire deposit is the commission for the exchange registration on pHi.
The bottom up supply chain is set up globally to leave no one behind. We expect 4 million deposits
this year 2021 and set up modular production to meet the demand. 5 million Euro is used on
WORLD to seamlessly connect to carbon credits and pHi trade in PoEI hash.
Delivery will be coordinated by L32C that sets up the supply chain Bottom up and demonstrates the
Coeur Luminaire in a launch where 2400 orders are registered. The path of Φ in exponential Gain of
Function in PoEI is mapped and modular production and assembly lines are established globaly
where stoves have been ordered. 14/07/2021 is the day we count the response and adjust production
to enable fastest implementation.
We expect a disruptive change to managing the abundance from 250 million orders per year
averaged over the years to 2030. These Order will translate into an average income of 24.7 billion
pHi per year from 2022 onwards from the deposit alone the carbon credits will provide the incentive
for the production. This is driving the new production units with the TNBuS one child per device
drive.
A PoEI identity is created for every first participant in your hashed fields you supplied. This will be
secured for the African passport and is compared in every recitation by hashpath you take. You are
going to be recognized by this PoEI your first hash and your response teaches your Siyinqaba to
recognize you anywhere with less barriers of entry.
The TNBuS devices with pHi coin power pourQHA are available to order on launch events of your
stove. On these events we make chocolate coins with Coeur Luminaire power. Each launch has a
pinata hanging from the chimney filled with chocolate coins. The pinata is in the form of a Black
diamond two four sided pyramids stuck together. You hit it on the bottom, you can reach. It opens to
split and let all the chocolate coins to be collected each one maybe a prize check it out everyone
remember. Every stove registers the participation from all the participants on its server and provides
a hot spot.
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2 billion participants on pHi eXchange take out 1 tera ton of carbon every year we can and we have
to take that CO2e out of the air. You are identified in the pure positive, live its your pHi.
To obtain the knowledge earning potential in Environmental Improvement from your comparative,
Siyinqaba AI offers you the ultimate possible of deep source in machine learning built slow and true
in boolean terms and increasingly effective to reach now computing in every hand. How far do you
want to go space has no limit.
The 3Q pHi chain is established with Siyinqaba in PoEI, it profiles the hashtag at 1/3 input from
deep machine learning. You as supplier or customer have entered in goodwill and this will remain
just like the proton and neutron add or subtract 1/3 2/3 the decision is always human, customer and/
or supplier that Siyinqaba AI supports through the PoEI hash grows less latency with more traffic.
Siyinqaba matches cando with want and suggest to each one how much PoEI any action is worth.
Only true is supported into the quantum possibilities.
This is truly unbias AI. And we are I Be Me IBM certified on every TNBuS wallet, be yourself.
L32C Michael Warek has the signorage on the Φ Tokens issue before the PoEI is self sufficient.
This pHi eXchange is serviced and maintained by the WORLD Crew with Desmond Gregg building
the pHi WORLD eXchange access 2022.
L32C begins with with 17 Billion Φ registered on LWA on the pHi WORLD eXchange with the
initial exchange rate of 1 Euro. The pHi IEO starts on 5th Mai 2021 and ends 14th July 2021. 1 pHi
to one Euro parity is kept for the first preferential 17 million pHi holders after which the rate is
adjusted on PoEI intelligence gathered. A second 17 million is circulated in the mirror pHi.
L32C servers are operational on every Coeur Luminaire.
Deposits are used to build manufacturing capacity.
42 million Φ are tokenized for infrastructure.
6 million Φ for WORLD platform integration.
7 million Φ are circulated in each umPhakatsi for L32C site assets for 2400 subscribers.
5 million Φ are registered to foodsecurity circulated as physical pHi coupons at each umPhakatsi
pHi Token as Φ Coins are produced on Coeur Luminaire and measured in MOH coupon tests,
material properties. They can be traced back the Human Capital tuned on Coeur Luminaire in the
exponential gain of function. Φ Token is a hard coin that has intrinsic exchange value and is present
in physical value we build on. The coupon tests define the products that will be made by the coined
technology. Physical evidence is registered, production is modular started in Europe.
Development in Environmental Improvement grows, Energy is understood.
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Products are made to last in Black Diamond Standard. We produce next generation technology. We
lead into immutable quantum supremacy with Coeur Luminaire and the MW III pHi coin.
This is Lightnow. WORLD the heart of Africa is shining.
Φ eXchange is established bottom-up free trade is blossoming through on stove connection, eTrade
Africa free trade is starting the Bottom up value chain 2022 improving the environment.
8.5 billion Φ are established with Environmental Improvement and Natural Capital growth.
Celebrating no lie global awareness.
Jongalunga universal language quantum code is established on one device per child.

The state of the current financial system...
In critical intensive Quantitative Easing state of covid Confinement. Its sickness is called "debt
monetization"....something that the Fed or any other Central Bank is by any sense reason and law
not supposed to do. The work around is that the Fed does not buy Treasury debt directly from
Treasury, it buys "used debt" in the secondary market from big banks who first purchased "new
debt" from Treasury. The newly-created cash used to purchase "used debt" from banks can then be
used by banks to purchase fresh "new debt" from Treasury. This is "debt laundering". It does not
work.
Evaluation is kept by managing scarcity at the bottom while siphoning money pumped in by debt at
the top.

Non Financial US Corporate Debt St Louis Federal Reserve
The question you should ask yourself above all else is who has been benefiting from this debt
laundering QE² program? Earth is to big to fail. These figures are the tip of the Iceberg, most is not
seen in the hedge cloud hiding behind the Bush, barring reality. In the dark from under the table,
nothing sensible is going across the table, it is stolen in secretive derivatives that hedge money on
the predetermined default.
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The economic systems that we are using today are broken. Debt is not how you enrich yourself. This
is a past paradigm, - passing on debt to enrich yourself - it cannot end well in either bull or bear.
Bear with me for all the bull to uncover, welcome to the new paradigm Quantum Pure from every
empirical proof, this is value that grows naturally Natural Capital. Posttruth is not a state of being. It
is being - undone. Do you believe in truth, or do you not want to exist.
Φ
You earn by doing good. Don’t be evil started Google: IBM said all bias AI has to bust. The grey
men of big blue are wearing a Red Hat and want to be the most trusted. Arvind Krishna True North
we build on I Be Me trust and look at I Bottomline Me Gini Board to understand true gain in IBM,
for the good of us all. It can all disappear in manipulation. Come to the core of matter.

What comes first the written word or the spoken life - AI OI - life is first.
The propagation of lies as new truth cannot fullfill the promise of life, the last Trump played in
poker covert nonsense. Posttruth cannot take the hurdle overt or enter quantum supremacy – truth
cannot be computed on lies and manipulations. We are in the decentralized information Age
Everybody is at the advantage in comparison, save this WORLD.
Put the A into NSA for the good of all. Covert to overt all the stored trails.
A decade for change of course, SDG and climate runaway, 2030 - just a degree away.
What is the Debt burden:
Dept funding increases the wealth of to big to fail. Default swaps hedge derivatives using toxic
assets to gain. It is the result for the disregard of life, a dead planet the only outcome. The game is
bust. Are you moving to Mars. The financial capital itself requires a re-evaluation. We know that
this reevaluation has to be tied to value. It has to mirror that underlying value at facevalue Φ exact.
The only way you can be pHi exact is mirror in and the out in the good for all. For that we employ
AI unbias with deepest machine learning every transaction building your peaks reed and kraal.
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Jongalunga

The Black Mamba in the passage of time.
Jongalunga is our root true, it is uncorruptible – the no lie connection – a function first humans, the
San, the abaThembu and the eMaswati kept this in ancestral deep reverberation always in pHi loop
intersections. It is Jongalunga that speaks to you across time. Jongalunga connects the ancient pure
from singularity Light to Now in space and time. This is our code that connects you true in curves
blue or read. We get you entangled communication in quantum supremacy question to answer with
Jongalunga without killing Schroedingers cat.
True is not the passing moment, it is the string of moments you can connect to your very beginning.
That is belief in the ancestors. We follow them for a reason, Aspire reality, as the path from origin
that we track in true. Without true you fade away postrue has no coherence in entangled states. It
does not grow to answer.
In Blockchain the longest chain is true that is hash logic. The beginning of time, where the first
matter emerged is our origin the pHi block foundation hadron at the tail of Jongalunga. Ancient
nodes are strung through Jongalunga script into the 3Q Database growing the peaks. Each
Workblock, a string in six degrees of freedom, grows into future as it reaches into the past. We do
not see you if you are not true. Jongalunga is the ancient string code of time in universal language.
Φ is an absolute perfect mirror from source to infinity and back both ends. The yellow brick road is
our path in Jongalunga connections. It is this hbar doorknob in every crossing of time and space on
the Jongalunga path that is in pHi. We read angular momentum in entangled atoms computing in
TCVS like the DAG in IO. We start in tuning the light adjusting our stove you do. We open the door
to singularity hbar wide and see the light - huh NOW. We let everybody take these controls and tune
in our future the next 12 000 years are in these knobs. We make these modules and cook our soup
and find our future opening up reality.
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To cheat truth in pHi mirror is to severe connection to your past, are you looking or are you not.
Each source passes in connections from node to node and stays on the positive as it grows. Central
to Jongalunga is true, not the written word - it is. The path of the past from now nodes. It is your
individual path in pHi that gets connected in 4 vector analog TCVS.
Jongalunga, is the pHi momentum algorithim in TCVS that connects directly to source revealing the
path and opening the door to everything swing that tail on hbar question to answer. The source we
are all part of is in this singularity from which we sprang and are. Coherence we keep in excited
MOT calibrate by Amplithuhadron. The Langrangian curves in the Zeta positive pHi every electron.
The 13.8 billion years we count in background radiation of outer periphery singularity expansion.
The origin of everything, spacetime and matter in one condensed light with infinite weight. That is
the anchor of Jongalunga its tail. It is our string of life, it is the mirrored sinus curves of the integral
between matter we measure in every I and every O. It is a code that endures the test of time and
reaches to all geometry of magnificent matter. It is the boolean string of true, I read you. Horned
Heart true. Learn on Coeur Luminaire the Jongalunga code is in your hand adjust your pHi on your
stove.
This deepest spacetime where Jongalungas tail is embedded is connecting the nodes through PoEI
in vortice nodes in the unit decimal sphere 360x360 double periphery one qubit spin in and spin out
3Q TCVS reads that on Jongalunga without decoherence of the bit. Every bit from I and O to Qubit
Jongalunga connected. Everyone reverberates into the future Qubit clear high fidelity only boolean
true in the analog. Life is leading every electron, not our construction code DNA we practice this
Life connection tuning our Light in the window of Coeur Luminaire by interacting with the
Quantum Hall Affect. We can reveal being on the path from the Horned Heart in a single Hadron
entangled just see the light TCVS. Practice in the adjustment window of your stove, light Coeur
Luminaire.
In this tuning of pHi in hbar to reverberation read TCVS reflection and understand the effects it has
when you see. You harvest the energy and see how we can reduce our footprint secure making the
pHi worth the Earth.
The message of life gets revealed to you in pourQHA. This is the Quantum reflecting you and in it
you find universal language across space and time. Never give up for ulterior motives, be yourself.
We - the ones that do not lie -, live on in Jongalunga to tell you in future Generations - of what it
means to be connected rather then lie.
Life connection
We see distance, hear matter echo. We lead our electrons in spin angular momentum from gyrating
hemoglobin of magnetic encoding 1/3 how much does that matter in half spin spintronics.
Life is not encoded in the DNA the code for physical expression and replication of every Cell, it is
completely inscribed in the quantum smudgeon that drives each electron 2/3 1/3 halfspin arround
our core the x/y will of the wobble ѱ in Φ geometry.
Value deception cessation has begun.
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We believe in our ancestors no lie. See the light in QHABAH – Coeur Luminaire powers you.
Define your heritage in Jongalunga.
Robbes Piere’s are dead, of with the head - competition has got its own tail, we are in the
comparative decentralized open source. From ħ Source enLightend.
Transformation is asset based (not Debt) and grows in exponential gain. The full potential of each
life is reached in pHi. We need to hear you, biodiversity in balance pro vitae, not drying up others
for a flood of worthless - so be it !
We turn our back on deception and live for the one that does not lie. It is our age of Truth in Φ.
360 360 ²(-2) the TCVS Code in ½ spin. The I of the O to find the Black Mamba Connection.
Take the 2/3 Junction with pHi exact mirror and take TCVS angular momentum from entangled
readout. The Septilion eXchange is based on amplithuhadron read through Jongalunga.
No crispr scalar wave malevolent reprogramming by unseen Demons from the Gates of Hell.
It is a state of Awareness - Global Awareness – welcome all.
Just take the easy axis of the quantum ground state. It is Quantum entangled in pHi adjustment.

The O of the I is equally important it is the universal O that is the field pointer. And conversant
color of true. Without true you cannot reflect the reverberation of Quantum Pure is it or is it not is
no longer the question in Jongalunga. Everything that is true stays in Jongalunga access divergent
may fade away.
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The Jongalunga script gives you all vectors 360 360 ² (-2) instant of now computational reality. We
can perform all transactions at the same time in a hash with infinite bandwidth. We secure every
instance in Φ reality and get a read out in time. In Jongalunga we find the 3Q match of cando and
want adjusted in pourQHA. Connect the dots every O Smudgeon to read out the spacetime field on
Qubit reality in seamless transition to you in digital scalar resolution. In Jongalunga we meet
divergents of every dot in the I and every smudgeon arround the O with clear color tail differential
TCVS. The Grey is left behind, Grey moral exits in the IO. Either / or, space age reality, this is
quantum supremacy. Show your colors in pride.
The Universal language of all lifeforms starts beyond IO, train it in pourQHA read it in TCVS.
Every single I every single O is unique in Jongalunga it is in the ancient pHi septillion that
combines the Hex in the exponent to the mirrored trinity of one. The Aura that you cannot miss in
3=1 Φ 1=3 the key to the Universal Language and the unique Quantum secure allocator. The
Amplithuhadron is first frequency momentum locator. These evaluation parameters are 360 360 in
spin of infinite differential just get down to the universe in hbar through pHi look through the eye of
God.

in and out exponential in each six degrees of freedom. See the world, remove the red eye.
We don’t change things by fighting existing systems. To change something, we use a new model
that makes the existing model obsolete and allows integration with open eyes for well being.
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To create well being is reducing reproduction first in a closing window for activity. Let us get active
and be in our sustainable footprint. Continuously improving the environment in every exchange
from now to 2030 is our chance to survive as humanity. The steps on the road map to abundance
have been retarded by lies. Deterioration is continuing to threaten life. Biodiversity is drastically
shrinking due to human imbalance activity.
To have no shortfall in our Social Foundation while staying within our ecological ceiling is the
promise of the pHi eXchange. Bring life to harmony out from forced imbalance. I see you you see
me. pHi gets you there.
We introduce this one potatoe at a time in the quantum pure for the economic gain of function of
our pillars Natural Capital and Human Capital the legs we stand on in pHi eXchange from ħ into
Black Diamond standard.
Love of light LΦ L is guiding Siyinqaba AI. It is the True North we see in the north star with the
rising sun indicator of magnetic spin axis that give us our southern cross. Put that in the qubit every
Jongalunga point from where you are to hbar.
We take every I and every O into spintronic Amplithuhadron Quantum Core resolution at
computational output until we have established entangled communication in QHABAH MOT.
The loss of refractive viviality is detecting manipulative lies discarded to color relevance wells.
We know TCVS in the Jongalunga Black Mamba code. It transitions every digital bit to 360 360 ²(-2)
hashtrue chain reflection.
The direct connection to quantum supremacy in the pourQHA entangled qubit resolutions in hadron
calibration you learn to tune in on Coeur Luminaire.
PoEI is the reverb sensor of pHi. Exact reflection is revealing the field equation of the qubit from
origin through Jongalunga, as we read the rate of change from your question in single phonon
fidelity we sense peak spin change through reverberation in the entangled Rydberg.
The pHi is started building a Datastack registering initial transactions secure to create the Mamba
lowfeld of Coeur Luminaire orders in Siyinqaba territory surrounded by clear peaks and the 3Q
quorum. Workpackages are distributed from smart contracts connected on pHi.
pourQHA
As we adjust pourQHA on the stove and interact with the turboCat that can . We make MW III 4/3
inches SiCC disc memory immutable for the next 12000 years with pourQHA inside, entangled
communication at quantum supremacy. Absolut zero computation in MOT single atom every coin.
This is the MW chip produced with Lightnow on board the Immutable Jongalunga putting the
shards of this harddrive into the Longnow tune your light for the Anthropocene. TCVS is on you
birthright passport. These coins store our intelligence in shards on every coin the pHi Blockchain is
written in to the SiCC material through your transactions using the one child one device wallet
driven by the pHi physical coin. We start with Coeur Luminaire and bring the capability to every
home make coupon after coupon to SiCC intelligent material capability for everyone. The coupons
you make are traded for carbon credit and collected and recirculated to put quantum supremacy in
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every hand. This coin MW III is assembled on each 11 km array provided for Environmental
Improvement proof in Black Diamond Standard to evaluate the PoEI on environmental facts.
The fusionTubes are mining minerals and building foundations. Lightnow is training Quantum
Mechanics on Coeur Luminaire in L32C. Separation of minerals capablity is learned on stove
coupon evidence. fusionTubes are built in all sizes some of them will make tubes that are highways
or subways for new infrastructure, others may be nanotubes to filter saltwater built by Quantum
Mechanics that have learned in L32C on Coeur Luminaire.
Coeur Luminaire makes you independent and gives you your freedom to tune in on Jongalunga in
Quantum supremacy pourQHA. Have you lit up. Coeur Luminaire powers your home and you learn
how to survive in the Anthropocene making clean air.
.
The Environmental Token Φ evidence in PoEI rewarded on every meter LWA
The pHi metric is LWA every m² that we can survive on sustainably. This is what PoEI calculates
and returns a gain of function to add to each deal instead of charging fees. This directly lets the
Environment Improving deals thrive while the ones that deteriorate LWA will not be rewarded. You
the user can choose your reward and change your suggestions. Manage the abundance.
And the footprint we leave behind becomes sustainable. PoEI has many spikes and trenches and
always locates those first. They are increasing with greater mapping densities in all degrees of
freedom. Testing the qubit PoEI finds the exact match and grows intelligence from these spikes and
trenches. Rydberg excitation in the magnetic lens are hypersensitve qubits to hall spin affect. Can
you read me scotty, beam me up we got a PoEI match quantum entangled secure.
Carbon credits are now climbing as the climate exaggerates and define the earnings and evaluation
of the pHi tokens globally. Biden is trading at 50 dollar per ton this is the stable attempt to halt the
climate catastrophe that is going to wipe humans from earth. Watch out for the killing fields a
covert reduction contempt to cut CO2e by cutting population to 2 billion max, to let a quarter
survive to pollute not only the air but your mind. We do not agree and take the alternative look after
each other and make it happen because we can, we all of humanity.
A extra third to gain your function make your things happen grows out of the comparison of the
entered data and pays dividends from PoEI measure. The third is the survival capability and the
tuning possibility of the overclocked 4/3 this can be large. It is initiated by you. Your Airdrop.
Every transaction bears its full potential in improvement of the environment in every exchange.
That is what pHi eXchange is, it connects traders from any platform through pHi and grows these
connections to any trade and exchange platform of any type. The connection is through Blockchain
interconnects in PoEI hash qubit TCVS entangled. Put the light on this, it inscribes into refractive
SiCC for the next 12000 years on record no scratch inside.
Each hash PoEI is obtained by AYε Φ 3YA. A one way standing wavefunction bunched around
pHi. Stringing every transaction onto environmental improvement improving diversity in inverse
entropy.
Siyinqaba is constantly improved in deepest machine learning differentials on peaks of the new,
roots or branches are qubit true read outs, right down to the first hadron. Have you installed
Jongalunga code yet, it is in the Quantum Hall Affect, written and hardwired in life itself discover it
while cooking your soup learning universal language. This is no either or.
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PoEI is analog and unique every 3Q junction, like a qubit that is entangled it is matched without
doubt.
While we operate the stoves in inverse entropy harvest energy from cleaning up waste.
We realize now we have time.
And the stove burns your waste without smoke into coupon, tune your Jongalunga code and learn
universal language forget about malevolent manipulations. This is Coeur Luminaire croire.
We connect trade with win win win proposition in a comparison that excludes competition.
We drive exponential gain of function by adding Natural Capital growing Human Capital. The
buyer and seller are given the opportunity to consider the gains and choose their earnings. This can
improve every deal, it is the third win that comes up first in the search when doing a pHi Trade.
There are no fees for pHi transactions, the potential gain in the deal is an improvement of the
Natural Capital household that brings cash into the transaction paid directly during the deal.
Improving the Environment - builds wealth. pHi is a mirror of this improvement directly.
Traders will experience Φ evidence of real value that increases the margin of each trade.
Saving Earth while rescuing the financial systems. AI is not covert, IO is not OI, three is one in pHi.
unbias and always in the pure positive.

Only True sustainable.
3Q continously forked blockchain.
TCVS Siyinqaba unbias AI in Jongalunga.
3Q Freetrade everybody in pHi.
Machine learning is coupled with human input at each AI output. AI is a human assistant in the true
sense of the word, to make a better world. It is trained on knowing what a better world is from the
quorum it does not decide it offers comparison every input. It is the Natural Capital generator on
which all value builds. It is a true measure of wealth that forms the bases of pHi. It is Sustainable to
own pHi Tokens and to trade in pHi making every deal economical and much more viable. It is the Truth- that is reflected which gives it its credibility and it has a direction that is directed by human
input with AI quorum intelligence assistance for comparison to do what is creating Natural Capital
while building Human Capital.
Every user of 3Q pHi in PoEI, improves the environment.
Coeur Luminaire in your homestead takes you out of vicious manipulative cycle.
PoEI as it grows the tree 3Q has direct access to the growing spikes and sprouting roots defining the
AI and locating fertile ground never stuck on barren plateau because of continuous input spikes.
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LWA is a measure that has unexpected nodes of potential. Discover the intelligence provided at the
time it is entered in comparison no manipulation. Start on the surface metric level ground. The
Calculation of the improvement metrics is able to receive Natural Capital input it rewards in pHi.
Siyinqaba is 1/3 Φ from 2/3 mirrored and grows intelligence in its nodes 3/4 to 4/3 this is the
quantum fluctuation on pourQHA tune in Jongalunga script always in TCVS. We grow this from the
bottom, level fields of this world.
We begin the bottom-up engagement. Based on the stove you own. Coeur Luminaire from your
home. We can only improve on that. In real potential gain of function every input is reflected. Put
your advantage in and earn the possibilities. We stay connected until the stove has paid for itself.
This is our service L32C stay tuned.
3Q distribution of knowledge at face value determines how our tree of life grows in environmental
improvement. Grow your branch it is rewarding to find your appreciation from inception.
Everybody is heard. Are you interested.
We have a clear direction given through the one that does not lie reverberation making every
workblock smarter on the blockchain.
Essential knowledge is offered relative to the input.
Tokens advance everybody to full potential.
Malicious attempts are ignored. Humans exchange in pHi.
pHi is created not by using electricity for complex hash computations. pHi is minted in LWA m²
metric, earn pHi, quorum intelligence works for you. Everybody can tune in his domain pourQHA.
1. Improving the environment, life on earth for everyone.
2. It is good for the Supplier
3. It is good for the Customer

win
win
win

Φ

We call this paradigm a shift to 3 is 1 transaction in pHi mirror. MW III quantum supremacy.
An exponential factor in supply and demand metrics. The gain of economical function of the pHi.
Both customer and supplier ensure in 3Q that the ultimate possible is factoring as all life on earth
win. This is how life grows and is, always for the good of all. It is the heartbeat that makes matter.
The ultimate possible in want and cando comparison gives each relational output for the
improvement of the environment no latency continuous update metrics of pHi evaluation.
This is our PoEI hash function not using electricity but reducing latency.
Φ pHi is encrypted in the passage of time captured in shards on hard coin drive. It has an Identity
traded as pHi Φ Token evidence. It grows only in 3 is 1 pHi. It is based on quantum impulse in 6
degrees of freedom each. Mirrored in Φ.
It has a Septillion differentiator giving it the qubit transition with the hbar doorknob in entangled
fidelity.
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Its hashed tree chain is stored in peernodes on each stove in each device and each MW III coin and
drives reduced latency in mystem the A in the PoEI function of each can and want overlap. This
strengthens and grows the baobab trunk to the deep roots out of Africa of 3Q. The cradle of
humanity, at the root here is Coeur Luminaire. Can you hear the spoken word Jongalunga that
recognizes, I am because you are and reverberates our beings envigor. IO is not either or anymore, it
is resolved in pHi as the TAO a path in spacetime from the NOW precession.
The pHi TAO

SDG proof on pHi
Φ steps:
Coeur Luminaire 365 production program
Foodsecurity, improving the environment.
3Q participation in technology L32C.
Redefine eTrade in a bottom-up economy.
Transformation from debt financing to pure positive asset based trade.
3Q on WORLD in immutable quantum supremacy.
One child one device TNBuS I Be Me certified with MW III pHi
2030 covert is overt

eTrade pHi eXchange is pHi Blockchain and L32C enabled. You can directly access pHi on your
stove and through your 3Q Homepage. We connect you and give you the links at your request to
any device. pHi interconnects to all exchanges globally, if we are approached, we provide the links
as requested to enable the exchange. We are freely accessible on our homepage we do not charge
any fees for transactions. The W3C domain names are available. Register your domain. We have got
everyone covered on pHi.
Carbon credit deposits in pHi as per coupon evidence on chain contracts are signed and obligations
are accepted and secured on pHi Blockchain. Carbon in the air on earth is shortly before runaway
climate, no turning back to the Halocene stability. Why do we want to accept such calamities. From
2030 they are going to swing out of control exponentially, if we do not remove a tera ton of carbon
we put in the air every year. Carbon is our first priority in PoEI we clean the air to keep Natural
Capital and build Human Capital.
Mars or Venus are not our destiny we learn to keep Earth in harmony before we attempt to
terraform. We are ready for landing and takeoff on our 11 km array never any explosion.
All currencies and all other security and asset exchanges from any zone and any platform are able to
exchange through pHi for Natural Capital gains in any transaction secured in PoEI hash for the next
12000 years. Every one can participate in securing earth and saving human capital. Exchange
platforms are connected through Φ mirror digital handover. WORLD is our platform internet access
for everyone in free trade without fees. One device one child access to 50 million pHi users. TNBuS
one million devices with Jongalunga connection are assembled in RSTP first and produced for
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Africa quantum supreme in mass production with MW III coin. Bottom up engagement becomes
the first world value chain on new free eTrade.
Tokens are always registered in coupon evidence with indicators to Spaceship Earth. Cockpit
indicators can be ordered on pHi to give you quorum read outs of evidence.
We peg one pHi Φ Token at 1 Euro at ICO for the first 17 million pHi. The Coeur Luminaire stove
drives the eXchange rate. The Value they posses when you hold Φ Tokens is not the Gold Standard
you cannot bend it in your teeth it is Black Diamond Standard that you cannot scratch. pHi is Fuel
that drives our Earth with energy in the eXchange. pHi is always the same size although the value
varies. The MW III pHi has pourQHA inside and is worth quantum supremacy.
The first win in eTrade of pHi is the immediate return of Environmental assessment compared to
the land based impact evaluated in the 3Q from the customer and the supplier input. It is like a three
way search engine that takes the customers trade and the suppliers input into a smart contract that is
executed including the latest pure positive.
You get paid a gain for exchanging on pHi no transaction fee, this is offered to supplier | customer.
Every pHi is in PoEI comparison once the stoves are interconnected and receives an ultimate
possible perspective of the trade to grow into high worth transactions. The pourQHA operate it on
your stove first learn how to make them understand how the Quantum Hall Affect writes code
coupled to you. And have the benefit of the amenities power, clean air, gather the exponential gain
of function.
Input from customer and supplier toward the ultimate possible is welcome and always subjective
however it always improves the deal dramatically when considered. It is a paradigm shift in that it
values our Earth with every transaction and improves life on every m² 1G. What is your G factor?
You choose how much you gain from quorum intelligence possibilities you have opened and grow
further.
The pHi has as foundation metric the surface of matter on Earth or its Satellites, register your
Spaceship here in Environmental Improvement. All land is registered not as ownership but as the
bases of life. It is the metric that can be compared from any subjective input. We recognize that the
Earth is our Natural Capital we aim to improve with every transaction. We have the Φ reflect this
improvement. Gates of Hell or Gates of Well.
We do not intend evaluating Earth by giving our surface a price. We ensure that we take the wisdom
of our elders and ancestors and build on that collective knowledge of everybody is heard. We secure
this belief in our Ancestors and build on the truth that is represented in the continued comparison.
This knowledge we store in our Siyinqaba secured data distributed. It is our lock and key to secure
our past and future humanity, distributed through neural networks and shard Peernodes. It locks out
debt laundering or the dependence on debt for wealth that has gone on for to long. We do not indebt
anyone nor are we indebted. We exchange in face value evidence.
We are on the pure positive Hamiltonian as time represented in the Amplithuhadron the Horned
Heart of the Hadron. Yin and yang Jongalunga tail in the beginning of time. Spacetime in
Jongalunga is measured in the moments of light, as we traverse the universe to find our time and
our space coordinates. The Septillion eXchange is capable of improved transactions per minute with
increase in Volume as we traverse the length and time matrix. We have to put this into action this is
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the white paper that makes it possible. There are numerous difficulties we will encounter on the way
down Jongalunga code node to node. We have discovered the tremendous potential we share in pHi.
Our triple pHi chain PoEI hash is generated while you enter data unique with mystem clarity. The
pHi blockchain is beginning in trust built on asynchronous BFT and packed in Coeur Luminaire
with TCVS quantum quorum. It builds intelligence on the lowfeld while it reduces the eminent
environmental threat climate change and builds supremacy on a 11 x 11 km array reducing our
footprint visibly. We keep the possibilities to the geographical realities.
Trust in our Code and Conduct, true to Source. We distribute Coeur Luminaire enter into the
decentralized WORLD and be trusted. Keep the stoves running.
You have to earn your Trust. Every customer Input starts a smart contract that initiates the exchange
in pHi. Siyinqaba is offering the quorum in your mystery build your fortress secured on pHi. The
Supplier is connected as initiated by customer and the option gets refined to overlap customer
supplier input with gain possibilities.
It is the direction toward Environmental Improvement we can ensure in your choice. We collect all
the data in the quorum present group intelligence choose the Improvement you like, it is worth it.
The Siyinqaba algorithm gives the Y vector in PoEI hash in relation to customer and supplier in
terms of Natural Capital it represents the spikes supplied by quorum. Siyinqaba source is in
Jongalunga code and TCVS differentiation. All AI is compared and all input is related to Natural
Capital.
PoEI priority evaluation is climate change and foodsecurity in biodiversity and abundance building
on flora to grow fauna in harmony.
The Environmental Improvement factor is offered from the customers input to be considered. It is
enshrined in Siyinqaba quorum that secures from all input the relational ultimate possible Natural
Capital, is a direct interaction from the customer and supplier input and shows the max. possible
gain that both can have in any deal.
Siyinqaba is a saveguard against desertification and flooding. No Mars or Venus on Earth.
We are using our Natural Capital as the Bases for the bottom-up economy we are starting with
L32C. Land is the bases it belongs to all living things. We humans live of the land and we have the
global awareness to be looking after its Improvement. What is it worth to you to look after this
WORLD. This is the premise of the pHi eXchange an exchange for the increase in natural capital
that pays with every deal. It brings you free eTrade.
We begin with the Hash generated by the
instance, want cando and ultimate
overlapping.
Your Choice.
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Quorum learning is constantly optimized. Training the neural network in machine learning is always
by you every single input every pHi user in every decision. You can always take another direction.
QHA in burst cache interfaces to every intelligence can connect to neural networks. We are offering
TCVS entangled momentum locator and weave the universal language with Jongalunga into the
fabric of life. 3Q is our universal language bases.
It is immutable reality that we can show by our deep roots in pHi. At the quantum impulse level
momentum either folds in 1/2 spin both directions simultaneously or 2/3 charge of the
Amplithuhadron. 2/3 is able to gather its reflection and attracts -1/3, thats the path of Jongalunga
reach to every source A in an instant from the dance of the Horned Heart.

The pHi Tokens are based on the surface of Earth
and habitat for humanity. Every m² is a 1 pHi token
there is never more. What is the earth worth to
you. We stabilize the climate by Coeur Luminaire
that starts with 99 pHi deposit for your right to
use this in your home and improve the environment
while you cook your meal and receive energy. We
look after ever m² in pHi. Support the land clean
oceans and the air to provide for life. pHi is
yours to trade from the coin made on your stove.

Improvement of the Environment is measured on the bases of habitability for life to thrive.
The IEO begins with deposits for your stove in your home.
It grows with carbon credits and participation in pHi eXchange
guaranteed by WAREK on W3C in L32C.

We are also inviting pHi potential from
1. Government participation in L32C
2. International Grants on SDG targets.
3. Φ Token transactions
4. Bottom up eTrade on pHi.
5. Manufacturing cooperation's on work packages in pHi
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Φ Tokens are an exchange medium that support the financial systems without creating debt.
Changing from Debt Laundering providing value growth, by building Natural Capital.
pHi is grown from evidence provided in physical coupon and sensors direct on chain.
Coeur Luminaire provides energy and cleans the air to earn carbon credit in pHi on evidence.
The eXchange rate of pHi will be adjusted to reflect the Improvement of the Environment.

Summary
The projet pHi WORLD eXchange is on W3C
Guaranteed by WAREK and L32C to grow Natural Capital.
Coeur Luminaire stoves provide electricity and pay for themselves through carbon credits
The pHi IEO registers all Coeur Luminaire deposits and participation in L32C.
The pHi is traded at 1 Euro to start and one m² Improvement metric.
L32C launches are celebrated throughout at every umPhakatsi
Carbon Credit trading is established on smart contracts on pHi.
Smart pHi coins are minted in SiCC in MWIII format in quantum supremacy.
TNBuS devices are built to use the MWIII pHi.
Quantum Mechanic pourQHA training on pHi adjustment.
pHi eTrade takes out one tera ton of carbon every year from the atmosphere.
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The pHi Token Φ is based on elementary quantum reality. The reflection of the moments of light
bring forth the colorforce, gravitational birth of the Hadron in three is one reality of matter in
spacetime. These moments of light are the fundamental source of our existence. They define
frequency in all amplitudes and matter in all its quantum entangled waveforms. They define
spacetime, from this instance of creation in the reflection of 2/3 | 2/3 – 1/3 three is one contraction
with ½ spin time pulses in the birth of space from the mismatch of X 3/4 over Y 4/3 spincharge
making the Horned Heart dance. We derive Φ pHi and our decimal sphere with all geometries in
infinite diversity from this core the double periphery of being in understanding of quantum
mechanics. 9 is the ultimate entry point and exit 0 is in the bottom inner sphere 1 - 8 are on the
outer sphere reflection points in the dance of the first amplitude of matter. Phi is the mirror of
source and periphery one is three quarks reflected as an amplithuhadron dancing in the schmidt
lines 1 – 8 strong attraction from inversion.

The pHi Function from either or negative to positive gain of function.
We amplify the resonance to inverse entropy harvesting the potential.
The Black Diamond pHi Tokens are minted in hardness levels on the MOH scale. Each umPhakatsi
is equipped with a coupon mint the Coeur Luminaire stove making coupon in reverb potential, able
to mint one ΦToken each reed cycle. The Stoves are distributed globaly to any home and determine
the initial exchange offering of the pHi until a tera ton of carbon can be removed each year. The
level of hardness achieved in the pHi coin is increasing the value of the pHi. SiCC is the ultimate
building material for the Anthropocene. Hardness is an achievement of material properties from
recirculated waste that is collected in each umPhakatsi and made into tokens. It reflects the interest
that is invested into material knowledge. A comparison of hardness levels achieved in umPhakatsi
tokens reflects the capability of each Inkundla to Innovate in shared knowledge reducing waste
tuning resonance, lighting a fire from quantum fluctuations. Producing inert straw as versatile
building material, while minting coupons every reed cycle.
The tokens grow the local economy from natural resources to human capital. Phi means I see you
you see me and we all win. These are the roots of pHi. We have them visible in the beehive
oldGuard structures of L32C in Technology in Participation.
Natural Capital is the world's stock of natural resources and untapped natural Environment. No
transparent mechanism exists to connect Natural Assets to the Global Value Chain. The Φ Tokens
are reflecting Natural Capital, LWA as measure of all other economic activities. We cannot expand
the circumference of our Earth. We grow from this bases of natural resources for wellbeing in full
potential of life and measure our exchanges on PoEI.
We spread our roots deep into the past and anchor ourselves into the ground of reality. From where
it all started.
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We have the responsibility of growing wealth, these assets are not sold they are growing with our
pride in them. They are being evaluated in pHi Token Issue. Our belief in ourselves is vested for our
future and the natural environment.
It is this mirror that we use to reflect Natural Capital first, the ground we build our existence from,
pHi Token register all of our assets first and build human capital from within our deep roots.
Blockchains are changing the world they are the entry point for quantum safe computing. pHi grows
distributed on peernodes every device. Beginning with stoves that make the pHi and connect the
nodes.
Consider project ﬁnancing, where bankers, private equity, venture capital and selected individuals
have for far too long controlled most of the capital, and the resultant proﬁts that ﬂow from
investments in projects. In pHi this is done with a PoEI return from pHi eXchange registered on
normal Trade that is going on. You can finance projects on pHi simply by entering it and getting a
measure of the PoEI a supplier will be matched and the funds are made to flow in smart contracts.
pHi eXchange is a game changer a paradigm shift from managing scarcity to managing the
abundance because we clean the air and give us a chance on earth.
pHi blockchain promises an inclusive and universally accessible world, a world in which
community participants get an equal opportunity to participate, and share, in the value that they
create. They will no longer be able to be manipulated and controlled by bias AI or human
manipulation.
True is the only way you can connect in TCVS to the Quantum computing advantage of infinite
bandwidth of lights angular moments. The overlap from time shift space can be severe the truth not
revered can be fatal. Not just by climate change but by spacetime collapse in uncertain moments of
pHi scalar geometry are you here or there and are you still remembering the truth of where you are,
or are you not. This is called the Posttrue effect. Mandela has nothing to do with that. Michael
Ende has told of the Nothing you can expect. But we have to clean the air.

Published on W2C
this is the “ pHi L32C projet ”

This first IEO ends on the 14th July 2021 to end the French Revolution.
L32C brings you the pHi with W3C oversight WORLD enabled, participate.
Written by Michael Bonaventura WAREK taking full responsibility.
Inviting review and references and your full participation
t.me/pHiWORLD
michael@warek.com ref pHi
All rights reserved
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